day job in paradise

mark hutker designs houses on martha’s vineyard.

no wonder he’s smiling.

swiss mix / unbridled centerbrook /
married on the job / a separate peace /
cooking out / stone soul

www.residentialarchitect.com
THE ONLY THING OUR
EXCLUSIVE CASEMENT WINDOW CRANK
WILL CATCH IS YOUR ATTENTION.

At long last, blinds, shades, and curtains can
breathe a sigh of relief, and so can your clients.

Because with Pella's newest casement, nothing
can get poked, prodded, or caught on
a protruding window crank. It comes with a
fold-away handle that flips open when you
need it, then tucks neatly back into place
when you don't. It's always out of the way.

In fact, your clients might not even know it's
there. And that's truly noteworthy. To find
out more about our window and door
solutions, contact us at 1-800-54-PELLA
or visit our website at pella.com.

VIEWED TO BE THE BEST.*
Circle no. 19
Nearly 15 years ago, Ron and Janice Ohmes bought a piece of property on the shoreline of the Lake of the Ozarks in Missouri. This would be the site of their dream retirement home. It had expansive forests, rolling hills and more than 1,300 miles of shoreline, providing magnificent, breathtaking views of a manmade masterpiece. Now all they needed was to capture the beauty of this landscape in another manmade creation, their home.

While the “Ohmeses brought me a list of spaces that they wanted to include in their home,” said Darren Stross, project architect from Lepique and Orne Architects, Inc. in Phoenix, AZ, “they wanted concrete masonry to be the primary building material.”

The house would serve a dual purpose—as a primary home for the Ohmeses and a vacation retreat for their growing family and close friends.

The two-story structure is almost two homes in one. The lower level became the residence exclusively for the Ohmeses, and the upper level became the vacation retreat. Each level has a separate entrance and access to the several shared spaces such as the laundry area and mudroom.

The design was influenced by the prairie-style architecture of Frank Lloyd Wright which is evident in the roofline as well as in the materials and organic building form. The concrete masonry units were produced in a sandstone color to blend with the natural stone on site. The block was installed in a random ashlar pattern to create a look similar to stone.

The walls of the house were constructed with 6-inch loadbearing concrete masonry units with a split-face veneer. And, there were approximately 10 to 15 different shapes used on the exterior of the home to create the random pattern.

“All of the block were made at the same time to ensure a color match, so you pretty much had to know in advance how much block in each shape was needed,” said Robert Heitkamp Sr. of Heitkamp Masonry. He thought about the building in areas of 32 square feet and determined the amount of each block needed for each area.

The buildings, encompassing more than 7,000 square feet, were built on site in two phases—the garage followed by the main house. There was an existing house, cabana and carport on site prior to the beginning of construction. Portions of the cabana and carport were reused when constructing the new garage. The garage contains separate living accommodations as well as an indoor parking area.

In fact, the Ohmeses were able to live in the new garage after the existing house was demolished and while the main house was under construction.

Although a separate structure, the garage design is the same as that of the house in style and material. The garage steps down the hill to a masonry retaining wall that ties it back to the main house.

Environmental Qualities

The lake itself was built in the midst of the Great Depression primarily to provide power to the St. Louis area.

Harnessing that same type of power, a geothermal system, was installed to heat and cool the house. When installed, the system, which uses a technology that relies on the earth’s natural thermal energy, was run through a well on site. It was then taken through a cave on site that had filled with water 30-feet deep after the lake was built. The temperature at this depth remains constant at about 50 to 52 degrees. Using this type of system, along with the natural thermal properties of the concrete masonry, allows the home to be very energy efficient.

“The Ohmeses wanted green architecture,” Stross said. Windows with southern exposure were used to bring heat...
into the house, overhangs provided shade and access was provided for natural ventilation. “It is a good example of passive solar heating,” Stross said.

All of the windows in the house have double-paned glass, also used for energy savings. In addition, glass block was used in many of the private areas as well as in the pool area to allow for natural light.

**Surrounding Landscape**

To create a uniform look, block retaining walls were used throughout the site for landscaping. The segmental retaining wall system allowed the walls to be constructed without mortar or concrete footings. Instead, the concrete units, produced in a color to match the house, were stacked on a shallow granular leveling pad.

Installation of the units is easy and economical, and the walls are durable and structurally sturdy with the ability to withstand minor earth movement and settling.

In addition, more than 4,000 square feet of interlocking concrete pavers were installed throughout the site. The pavers, produced in earth tones, were installed in a Venetian parquet pattern.

On the patio, the pavers were laid over a 4-inch concrete slab. On the driveway and the walk areas, the pavers were installed over an 8-inch rock base. In addition, the pavers were also installed over the steps on site.

There was a lot of step work between the segmental retaining walls. The steps were poured with a form, and the pavers were overlayed on concrete.

“These types of concrete pavers are the best material to use,” said Bill Mersman, president of Res Com Inc. in St. Louis, who helped with the paver design. “They outlast the traditional poured concrete sidewalks and aesthetically you could not select a better product. The color selection is unlimited and you can't get the same look from colored concrete.”

“There is a lot of ground shifting in our climate,” Mersman said. “These pavers allow for the shifting without cracking. In addition, replacing a paver, in case of a problem, is much simpler than with other materials as well. One paver can be removed and replaced and still blend with the existing pavers.”

**Concrete Masonry Inside and Out**

The house highlights the versatility of concrete masonry with its many uses in the project. Concrete masonry was utilized as an exterior finish as well as an interior one.

For example, a ledge-style cultured stone was used in sheathing the fireplace. Burnished block was used to finish the exercise and pool area adjacent to the master suite. Concrete masonry units were even used as part of the foundation at the fireplace.

The Ohmeses’ vision was to build something that would last a long time. The durability of the material will allow that to happen. “Concrete masonry allowed us to use materials that gave the home greater integrity than other building materials,” Stross said.

“The house is a work of art. There are only one or two like it in the country,” Heitkamp said.

The final result captured the tremendous views of the site. Because the concrete masonry was used in a way respectful of its surroundings, it allowed the house itself to become a breathtaking sight.

“It was a pleasure, honor and challenge to create a very wonderful building, while fulfilling a client’s dream. The project was auspicious, but not overwhelming to the environment,” Stross said.

Ohmes was able to capture that feeling in much simpler terms.

“It is a dream come true,” he said.
Today's homebuyers are seeing basements as a new level of luxury living. A place for home theaters, guest suites, home offices and more. It's the kind of space they're willing to invest in - which means a whole new level of design possibilities for you. But for basements to offer luxury living space, they must first be reliably dry. Which is why you need the TUFF-N-DRI® Basement Waterproofing System (TUFF-N-DRI) from Koch Waterproofing Solutions, Inc. As North America's #1 brand of waterproofing, TUFF-N-DRI has been providing Guaranteed Dry Basements since 1983. Delivering a track record that other protection products can't touch. TUFF-N-DRI is such a strong performer, it even features a 15-year transferable warranty* with up to $10,000 in coverage. So start seeing basements – and the possibilities – in a whole new light. For a free information kit about TUFF-N-DRI – or for the name of your local select waterproofing contractor – call 800-DRY-BSMT today. Or visit www.TUFF-N-DRI.com.

*See actual warranty for full details. **Compared to next closest competitor, 2000 Residential Architect magazine survey ©2001 Koch Waterproofing Solutions, Inc. TUFF-N-DRI® is a registered trademark of Koch Waterproofing Solutions, Inc.
Playing for keeps: Mark Hutker designs heirloom houses on Martha’s Vineyard. Above and cover photos by Bob Gothard.
PCBC® 2001
Home Building's Tradeshow and Conference, July 24-July 27

Bay Area Housing Tour—North Bay
Tuesday, July 24, 8:45 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
$105 each, ticket required.
San Francisco, Moscone Center North Driveway
Affordable housing in Northern California? This tour will take you to Napa and Solano counties to view beautiful & affordable homes. The tour will also stop at a steel-framed home community. The tour ends at Westchester by Christopherson Homes in the master planned community of Hiddenbrooke where you will enjoy viewing exquisite homes and tasting some of Napa's finest wines. Lunch included.

PCBC® 2001
Home Building's Tradeshow and Conference, July 24-July 27

Creating the Not So Big House—Design Tailored to the Way We Really Live
Wednesday, July 25, 1:20 p.m.-2:20 p.m.
Included in full conference registration.
San Francisco, Moscone Center Location TBD
In her groundbreaking book, The Not So Big House, acclaimed architect Sarah Susanka challenged the cultural perception that bigger is better in residential architecture. Her follow-up book, Creating the Not So Big House, is the blueprint in action. Get an up-close look at houses throughout North America designed according to Not So Big principles, representing a rich variety of styles, all filled with details tailored to the lifestyles of today's buyers—not the lifestyles of previous generations.
Sarah Susanka is a leading advocate for the repopularization of residential architecture across the United States. She is a best-selling author and a regular columnist for Fine Homebuilding Magazine. In January of 2000, she was selected as one of the 100 Global Leaders for Tomorrow by Newsweek magazine.

Industry Calendar of Events
July 2001

Season Three: Mediterranean Revival

Join contractor Mitchell McDaniel for the renovation and remodeling of The Kelnepa House

Our third season on PBS will focus on the Mediterranean Revival style of architecture. Each episode highlights a particular aspect of the home including construction, history and technological innovation.

Join us each week and witness the transformation of this incredible structure from a 3,500 sq. ft. historical landmark to a 10,000 sq. ft. masterpiece. You won't want to miss a single episode.

Mediterranean Revival season begins Fall 2001. Check your local cable guide for PBS station, dates and times.

Note: All photos are “before”.

Remodeling

OLDHOUSE JOURNAL
Albert Kahn: Inspiration for the Modern

June 2—October 21
Ann Arbor, Michigan

Explores how Kahn's industrial architecture inspired the development of international Modernism. Includes works of art and architecture by many of Kahn's contemporaries, such as Diego Rivera and Le Corbusier. At the University of Michigan Museum of Art. Contact 734/764-0395 or visit www.umich.edu/~umm.

Out of the Ordinary: The Architecture and Design of Venturi, Scott Brown and Associates

June 10—August 5
Philadelphia

 Exhibits 250 works from one of the most influential firms of the last half-century. Presents drawings, models, furniture, and reconstructions of elements of their buildings, many of which are exhibited publicly for the first time. At the Philadelphia Museum of Art. Contact 215/896-7860 or visit www.philamuseum.org.

Season Three: Mediterranean Revival
A New Classic TV Series
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A Process Made Easier...

**DESIGN FLEXIBILITY**

For thirty years, we have been facilitating timber frame projects for hundreds of architects. An important part of our success is allowing the architectural plan to dictate the frame design.

**... A Home Made Better.**

**QUALITY CRAFTSMANSHIP**

While structural integrity is imperative, functionalism must be married to form. Our experienced designers and craftsmen ensure that each timber in the frame performs its job both structurally and aesthetically.

Working with architects to design and craft the most beautiful timber frame homes imaginable.

**Vermont Timber Frames, Inc.**

7 Pearl Street, Cambridge, NY 12816
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GOVERNMENT SLAP A LUXURY TAX ON A WINDOW?
For nearly a century we've helped turn new houses into homes with innovative, durable products people trust. You see Whirlpool® and KitchenAid® brands mean more to home-buyers than just great appliances. These brands represent a level of excellence that reflects your special attention to detail. And that's good. Because people talk.

800.253.3977
insideadvantage.net
heirloom houses

shouldn’t you design houses worth keeping?

W

whatever kind of house you design and build, chances are it’s going to be around for a while. Houses are not disposable goods, intended to be used and then cast aside. Or are they?

Have you ever been to Ikea? The Swedish-based store fills an important niche in the U.S. home-furnishings market. It provides us with solid, decently made case goods in roughly three price ranges and quality grades: lower, middling, higher. The furniture designs are simple and bland enough not to offend the masses. The company solves a real problem (i.e., I need a dining table immediately, and I can’t wait for the perfect, beautiful one) with expediency. The trouble is, no matter how much time and money I saved buying that table, it was a poor long-term investment. This won’t be the table my family hands down through generations. It won’t prove and appreciate with age.

Much of today’s housing is like furniture from Ikea: generic, decently made, expedient. Its character and charm are not likely to improve with age. When it no longer solves the problem, the owners will discard it for something different. It is a poor emotional investment.

How do you design a house worth keeping? If you think about that table again, the answers are obvious. Something worth keeping is functional, beautifully made from lovely materials, and has strong personal associations. Those qualities are what make an heirloom—something generations will find valuable and useful.

This month’s cover architect, Mark Hutker, has designed more than 200 custom homes and renovations on Martha’s Vineyard. Of them, only three have been sold. They’re keepers—intentionally so. He disdains what he calls “trophy homes,” hollow, heartless houses designed primarily to impress the outside world. His mission is to build heirloom houses.

Yes, his houses also solve problems. In fact, he says, the more problems, the better: “We seek constraints—client, program, zoning, site—and we turn them into opportunities.” With his houses, beauty and value emerge from the unique blend of those particulars. They also come from a close connection to place, right down to the color of the window trim. “There’s a certain red we’ll use that matches the island’s indigenous bayberry,” he says. “The strength of our work needs to come out in the detail.”

He aims for a “poetic response” to each project. He describes one house as “weathered silhouettes in the landscape” and another as “shelter in the dunes.” Although they’re primarily designed as vacation homes, their mutability is integral. “Everyone has the dream of retiring here,” says Hutker. “So we design the houses for sunny days and rainy days; summer and winter—from one generation to the next. At the beach, there’s an edge between too open and what’s comfortable and protected. I love that edge.”

Details, specificity, flexibility, craftsmanship, and basic good taste. These are the characteristics of houses that delight and endure. They look better with age; they grow more loved over time. They add value to their owners and their communities. Houses are too big, too expensive, too burdensome to dispose of. Everyone lives with your triumphs; everyone lives with your mistakes.

Says Hutker, “We have a clear responsibility for the overall aesthetic in the community. We live and work in this community. We do what’s appropriate.”

Questions or comments? Call me: 202.736.3312; write me: S. Claire Conroy, residential architect, One Thomas Circle, N.W., Suite 600, Washington, D.C. 20005; or e-mail me: cconroy@hanley-wood.com.
Electric Skylight Installation

1. [Diagram of a person installing a skylight]
2. [Diagram of a person adjusting a skylight]
3. [Diagram showing a skylight in place]
4. [Diagram showing a skylight in place with a person seated]
5. [Diagram showing a skylight in place with a person seated]
6. [Diagram showing a skylight in place with a person seated]
The new, easy to install Electric Venting Skylight from

One wire. One box. One purchase.

VELUX®

1-800-283-2831  www.VELUX-VSE.com

Circle no. 23
letters
keep those cards, letters, and e-mails coming, folks.

a matter of taste
• enjoyed your editorial
  “The Not So Ugly House” (March, page 13). This subject desperately deserves discussion.

Money to the large house (or any house, for that matter) is like Morris Lapidus’ aesthetic principle: “Too much is never enough.” One has only to become acquainted with the house literature of the past 150 years or so to learn that architects and “tastemakers” have bemoaned the aesthetic shortcomings of the common American house since at least the beginning of time. In the past, as now, the trouble with houses had little or nothing to do with money but, as you point out, everything to do with ability—the client’s, the architect’s, and the builder’s.

If “architecture” is the most honest of the arts, then the ubiquitous large American house presents a painfully comic image of the culture. The Beverly Hillbillies and their “cement pond” remain a fair comment on the majority of today’s “new money” clients. Jed Clampett didn’t commission or direct the design of his Beverly Hills mansion, but the American landscape is littered with endless real-life variations of what it surely would look like if he had.

Design of the great American country house today is nearly all but a lost art—an art that peaked in the 1930s and is partially the victim of severe erosion caused by the incoming tidal wave of Modernism and its attendant obsession with originality and novelty. The knowledge and skills of such residential architects as H.T. Lindeberg, Addison Mizner, Dwight James Baum, and William Lawrence Bottomley, to name only a few, simply do not exist in the majority of today’s offices.

Of course there are talented architects out there producing high-quality, award-winning large houses all across America, but they are still the exception and not the rule. Without a doubt, there is a huge hole in the architectural ozone layer that protects houses from the destructive rays of mediocrity and bad taste. The architectural problem is quite simple—not enough old-fashioned talent, experience, skill, propriety, and taste. The best house architects today must be autodidactic because I am not aware of any schools formally teaching the specialized history and art of the house.

I have a theory that the problem will eventually resolve itself. While scientists experiment with implanting DNA from tomatoes into certain species of fish, the merchant-housing market, through a related process of mediocre design, will continue to produce American houses that are progressively genetically altered to such an extent that it can only be a matter of time before some “custom” house architect, working for a builder, will unintentionally value-engineer a “colonial” into a cutting edge “contemporary” and become instantly celebrated as the new zeitgeist.

Wayne L. Good, AIA
Good Architecture
Annapolis, Md.

redlines
We misidentified a project architect and two photographers in the May 2001 residential architect Design Awards issue.

The project architect for the merit award–winning multifamily project by Fletcher Farr Ayotte (page 71; shown below) was Brett Schulz. The photos of the project of the year (pages 42–45) were taken by Doug Scott of Scott Photography (www.dougscott.com). And the photos of the grand award–winning custom project by Overland Partners (page 57) were taken by Paul Bardagjy.

We regret the errors.

John Dimaio Photography
Desire a Stately Blue?

Choose Yellow

For complete project support, call 1-800-US-STAIN, ext. 347 or visit www.cabotarchitect.com

Circle no. 225
here's an idea, A VINYL SLIDING DOOR WITH A TRANSOM OVER TOP.

WHAT YOU'VE COME TO EXPECT FROM MILGARD WINDOWS.
Building homes is challenging enough—the last thing you need holding you back is a late window shipment. At Milgard, we pride ourselves on quick turn-arounds and friendly service. The type of service only a local window supplier can offer. With 12 full-scale manufacturing plants in the Western and Mountain states, chances are we’re within a few hours of where you do business. So we measure our lead times in days, not weeks.

We can’t stop the rain, or help the inspector find your site. But we’ll do everything in our power to be sure your windows are at your jobsite when you need them. Call 1.800.MILGARD or visit www.milgard.com today to learn more about our line of vinyl, aluminum and fiberglass windows and doors.
Swiss Mix

Two Swiss architects who began working together with Legos in kindergarten have won this year's $100,000 Pritzker Architecture Prize. On May 7, Jacques Herzog (left, top) and Pierre de Meuron (below) accepted the award at Monticello in Charlottesville, Va.

The two friends formed their Basel office in 1978 “as an act of rebellion and desperation,” said Herzog at Monticello. “The economy was not very rosy.” Since then, the firm has combined what Herzog terms “radical minimalism” with sensuous materials to design everything from private houses and apartments to railway utility buildings and museums. Modest early projects eventually led to large commissions like the Tate Modern in London.

“The work of Herzog and de Meuron is at once new and timeless,” commented juror Ada Louise Huxtable. The Pritzker jury praised the firm’s first U.S. residence: the Kramlich House in Napa Valley, California, a luminous, low-slung structure designed to showcase a video art collection. And jurors called the raw-concrete Rudin House in Leymen, France, “the quintessential distillation of the word house: a child’s crayon drawing, irreducible to anything more simple, honest, and direct.”

Herzog & de Meuron’s residential designs have been hewn from plywood, oak panels, or expertly laid rough stone. “We look for materials that are as breathtakingly beautiful as the cherry blossoms in Japan,” said Herzog, “or as condensed and compact as the rock formations of the Alps.”

Other U.S. projects include the Dominus Winery in Napa Valley and expansions of the Walker...
unbridled enthusiasms

The new book written by the six partners at Centerbrook Architects lies somewhere between monograph and memoir. As its title indicates, *The Enthusiasms of Centerbrook* attempts to document some of the interests and passions of the authors, and to explain how these enthusiasms translate into their architecture.

Structured as a collection of essays and illustrated with photos of work by Centerbrook and others, *Enthusiasms* shows how engaging an architecture book can be when it takes itself slightly—just slightly—less seriously than most. The essays range in length from Bill Grover’s 31-word piece “Surprises” to Jeff Riley’s 49-page essay “Villages.” The best ones are the most personal, like Chad Floyd’s charming rumination on the stage sets he encountered as a drama student at Yale, or an examination of the relationship between architecture and sculpture by Mark Simon, the son of a sculptor. All of the book’s 26 chapters are beautifully illustrated with photographs, drawings, and plans. All, that is, except for the final two pages, which feature a warts-and-all grouping of candid photos from the well-known Connecticut-based firm’s 25-year history. It’s a small, excusable slip into self-indulgence in a book that is otherwise wonderfully free of such airs.—meghan drueding

high style

Architect Greg Crawford is a firm believer in branching out. When a client whose house he’d designed requested a tree house for her two sons, he responded with enthusiasm, producing this whimsical take on the family’s contemporary abode. “We were given maximum freedom and were able to design and create without parameters,” says Crawford, of Pasadena, Calif.—based CMg Design.

Drawing inspiration from such boyhood obsessions as sailing, flying, and jungle safaris, Crawford opted for a Modernist aesthetic and sturdy materials, including canvas, polycarbonate panels, Douglas fir, redwood, and stainless steel cables. Perks include a mosquito net for sleepovers and a pulley system that allows the boys to glide down to the pool for a dip on hot days.—nigel f. maynard
**calendar**

**indivisible: stories of american community**
center for creative photography,
university of arizona, tucson
july 14–september 30

“Indivisible” documents American life through the oral and photographic histories of twelve diverse communities. Proyecto Azteca, an organization founded by the United Farm Workers Union, has been building quality affordable homes (like the one shown here) in the Rio Grande Valley for the past decade. For exhibition details, visit www.creativephotography.org or call 520.621.7968.

**in between: art and architecture**
schindler house, west hollywood, calif.
july 20–september 2

For this exhibition, three U.S. artists were invited to create works that respond to R.M. Schindler’s house (left) and its unique site. Hiroshi Sugimoto’s black and white photographs of the house accompany the resulting sound and sculpture installations. Call 323.651.1510 or visit www.makcenter.com for more details.

**great houses for great neighborhoods**
seaside town meeting hall, seaside, fla.
au gust 16–18

Sponsored by the Seaside Institute on Traditional Neighborhood Housing, this conference will explore the characteristics of a successful New Urbanist neighborhood. Seminar topics include matching elevations and interiors to market segments, difficult floor plans, and building and finish materials. Above: overview of Seaside. Call 850.231.2421 for conference brochure.

**restoration & renovation**
fairmont hotel, new orleans
september 6–8

This annual conference and trade show offers more than 40 sessions and 170 exhibitors dedicated to the preservation of existing architecture and the construction of historically styled new buildings. For details, call 800.982.6247 or visit www.restorationandrenovation.com.

**2001 custom home show**
baltimore convention center, baltimore
september 27–29

Sponsored by residential architect and its sister publications CUSTOM HOME and BUILDER magazines, the 2001 Custom Home Show targets custom builders, residential architects, and interior designers. More than 4,000 industry professionals are expected to attend the expo and newly revamped conference, which will feature design seminars on such topics as residential lighting, home theaters, the psychology of color, and universal design. Visit www.customhomeshow.com or call 800.681.6970 to register.

**continuing exhibits**

It's in a class by itself.

The Marvin Ultimate Double Hung. It's not the double hung refined, it's the double hung reinvented. The most amazing design improvement being its unique sash tracking and locking system. And now, it's offered in all-wood as well as clad. So you and your clients can further express your individuality. The Marvin Ultimate Double Hungs. Can't you just see them in your plans?

For a free product brochure, call 1-800-236-9690.

In Canada, 1-800-263-6161 www.marvin.com

Made for you.
on the boards / station innovation

Sumner, Wash., sits along a new commuter rail line halfway between the cities of Seattle and Tacoma, Wash. The town contains lots of single-family homes, but not much in the way of rental apartments or town homes. A couple of years ago, local businessman David Haines began to notice the lack of affordable housing options for young singles and couples. His own grown son was having trouble finding a place to live in Sumner, and he decided to do something about it.

In 1999 he hired the Seattle firm Hackworth Architecture & Planning to come up with an idea that would encourage young people to live in downtown Sumner, rather than move to one of the big cities nearby. Principal Greg Hackworth, AIA, responded with a plan for Sumner Station, a two-story residential and retail complex right next to the town’s new train station. The shops and restaurants on the first floor will serve commuters on their way to or home from work, and the eight studio apartments on the second floor will be rented out. “The community is only two stories, and that sort of underscores the whole point,” says Matt Sullivan, the project manager. “It’s modestly sized, and modestly priced.”

The project is still on the drawing boards at this point; Sullivan says construction is scheduled to begin next spring. —m.d.
Kolbe & Kolbe once again sets the standard by introducing the new HLS 9000 stainless steel multipoint locking system. Designed for swinging doors, the stainless steel multipoint locking system boasts increased durability while providing maximum resistance to corrosion. A difference that lasts year after year.
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married on the job

if you think matrimony is difficult, try working with your spouse.

by cheryl weber

A business partnership is like a marriage. So goes the cliched metaphor. What happens, though, when that’s not just a metaphor but a reality? There are at least a half-million couples in business together in the U.S. To many, the idea seems perfectly sensible. With the boundary between work and personal life becoming harder to distinguish, why not just merge the two? Having professional goals in common makes home life easier. When one partner has to work all weekend, the other understands. And what’s more fun than joining forces with someone you love?

Suffice it to say, there are two sides to this coin. In many ways, experts say, a business partnership in general is as complicated and as vulnerable to the corrosive effects of miscommunication as a marriage. “It’s hard enough to operate a business, and hard enough to stay married,” cautions Leigh Griffith, an attorney at Waller Lansden Dortch & Davis, in Nashville, Tenn. “When you put the two together it’s especially rough.”

On the flip side, there’s the peace of mind of having a business partner who loves you and whom you can trust. “There’s a synergy a lot of couples enjoy,” says Kathy Marshack, a psychologist in Vancouver, Wash. “They feel they’re more creative than if they were working on their own.”

roles and regulations

Steven and Cathi House, San Francisco, have been working in tandem for nearly 20 of the 27 years they’ve been married. They’ve even hitched their family name to create a clever professional identity: House + House Architects. Though the company name was arrived at honestly—Cathi took Steven’s name when they were married right after graduating from Virginia Tech—some potential clients presume it’s a public relations ploy. Says Steven, “People who see our name in the phone book will call us and say, in all seriousness, ‘I assume you do houses.’”

The pair—at the helm of a staff of four—owes part of their professional bliss to the way they’ve divided up their turf. But it wasn’t always that way. During the first five years of practice, they tried to take turns doing the same tasks. “When we looked at other firms we’d worked in, we saw that one partner was always doing the fine, beautiful things, and the other was doing the nasty jobs,” Cathi explains. Yet in their efforts to find fairness, they got in each other’s way. “When you continued on page 28

Joyce Hesselberth
The best-performing FiberCement siding on the market.

Welcome to WeatherBoards FiberCement Siding — the best-performing FiberCement siding on the market today from the #1 recognized brand, CertainTeed. Compared to other wood and FiberCement sidings, WeatherBoards FiberCement siding from CertainTeed is the performance leader — on the job, on the wall and over time.

On the job, FiberTect™-sealed WeatherBoards siding is protected against moisture approximately 85% better than other, competitive priming systems.

On the wall, WeatherBoards siding has a natural wood appearance, thanks to CertainTeed's exclusive DuraPress® process which gives the panel the most authentic and consistent grain.

And over time, WeatherBoards siding offers the security of a Class I (A) fire rating, plus the longest warranty duration on the finish in the business and CertainTeed's exclusive SureStart™ warranty protection.

So if you want the best-performing siding for your homes, choose WeatherBoards FiberCement Siding. For a free brochure and contractor's guide, call 800-233-8990.
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have to change hats, it’s not as easy as changing people in the seat,” she says. “We were doubling up on things and not operating as efficiently as we could.”

Finally they took a step in their business that’s usually reserved for feuding spouses—they called in a counselor. “We had someone chat through with us our priorities personally,” Cathi says. “The staff also got involved in helping us redefine our roles.”

Steven handles the tasks he enjoys, such as marketing, design critiques, hiring of staff, and walking clients through contracts, schedules, and procedures. He’s the big-picture person, making sure the other architects aren’t getting off track on budget or design direction. Cathi, who loves to draw, is responsible for most of the design work. Bookkeeping and accounting tasks get split, with Steven in charge of money coming in, Cathi of money going out.

“It corresponds with how we live our personal lives,” Cathi says. “I generally buy things, so paying the bills is part of what I do, while Steven does the invoicing.”

Not all entrepreneur couples collaborate this harmoniously. In the case of husbands and wives, even those with professional credentials succumb to a major pitfall when they combine business cards. They unconsciously default to traditional gender roles that can diminish their identity, according to Mar-shack, author of Entrepreneurial Couples: Making It Work at Work and at Home (Davis-Black Publishing, 1998; her Web site is www.executivecouples.com).

In an academic study of 30 couples, she found that co-entrepreneur relationships are less egalitarian than marriages in which the spouses have separate careers.

“Dual-career couples view themselves individually as professional leaders,” Marshack says. “When they come home they see themselves as social partners, both responsible for the house and the children. But couples in business together start slipping into traditional gender roles to get tasks done. I was amazed to find that’s true of professional couples such as physicians and attorneys, not just mom-and-pop ventures. The husband is seen by the community as well as the couple as the leader; the wife is the support person.”

Margaret McCurry, FAIA, and Stanley Tigerman, FAIA, of Tigerman McCurry Architects, Chicago, neatly avoided that trap by sharing staff but choosing their own clients. “I set out to establish my own reputation,” says Margaret McCurry, who has published a book of her work. “And we deviate into different paths. Stanley was always interested in reiterating American society at whatever moment it might be in.

I’m more interested in American vernacular architecture. We can each play around with the other’s thought processes when we need to, and we certainly critique each other’s work. Still, it’s easier on your psyche to have one person controlling a design.”

It’s not that husbands want to run roughshod over their wives’ interests, Marshack believes. It’s a communication problem. “Wives just tend to take on certain tasks because of traditional role models we’ve had. And a lot of resentments build up.” She recommends sitting down and assigning responsibilities according to interest and ability. Tasks nobody wants to do should get hired out or split up, instead of defaulting to one partner or the other.

business school

That scenario is part of a larger problem that catches spouses unaware. If conventional wisdom dictates that a business partnership be treated like a marriage, observing the rules of mutual respect, the opposite is also true. Entrepreneur couples should play by the rules of business. “You’re never totally successful in compartmentalizing your business and personal life,” says tax attor-
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One look and the message is clear: stone adds value. But if you think stone has to be expensive, think again. A wall of Cultured Stone® veneer looks and feels exactly like natural stone, yet it costs your clients far less. For a full catalog and information about StoneCAD®, the CD-ROM design tool, visit www.culturedstone.com or call 800-644-4487.
ney Griffith. "But try to approach your business as if you were third parties, not as an emotional outlet for the family. Don't do something for your spouse you wouldn't do for a good business partner. And don't ask your spouse to do something you wouldn't ask of a partner unrelated to you."

Griffith advises spouses to talk through issues they'd raise with any other professional partner, including how to structure the business for tax and liability purposes, how capital will be raised, and how a board of directors, or deciding to do nothing at all if both parties can't agree.

Early on, another potentially sensitive topic to resolve is each person's share of ownership. "A lot of disputes arise, particularly in a general partnership, around who has what percentage of the business," Griffith says. "People get real upset later when they think they own something and the other person disagrees, whether it's in the context of a split-up or a new person buying into the interest."

treating each other differently than you'd treat an employee or consultant can be confused with disrespect.”

—stephen varenhorst, aia

the outsiders

Are spouse teams a turnoff for potential employees? Steve Thorne, head of family business consulting for Arthur Andersen, says no, though the owners may have trouble finding good managers because equity in the firm is hard to get. "Spouse teams generally aren't good delegators," Thorne says. "Their organizational charts are flat because everyone reports to the bosses."

Taal Safdie and Ricardo Rabines, Safdie Rabines Architects, San Diego, admit that dealing with two partners gets complicated for their 13 employees. Both of them participate in the design of every project, so "staff have to pass design issues between the two of us," Rabines says.

Adds Safdie: "People can feel they're getting between us. If we're disagreeing on a design, who will they listen to?" On the other hand, the pair has tried to create an informal office culture where it's fine for people to disagree.

The Houses also expect staff to speak their minds. In fact, verbal skirmishes are encouraged. "Steven and I believe in the struggle of what we do, which means tearing it up and throwing it away if it's not there yet," Cathi says. "We have very different viewpoints on things and often disagree in front of our staff. But we want them to participate as well, not disappear under a veil of politeness."

Clients may have the better deal. Julie Eizenberg, who practices with her husband, Hank Koning, FAIA, in Santa Monica, says some clients feel reassured that one of them is a technical expert and the other will be looking after the vision. After working together for 20 years, their roles have merged a little. Typically they both work on the design concept. Eizenberg follows through with design development, and Koning concerns himself with how the project gets built. Nevertheless, "The best clients we've got are interested in the way we think about things," Eizenberg says, "not that we're husband and wife."

Tom Tolleson, who runs an architecture firm in Evergreen, Colo., with his wife, Cheryl Tolleson, believes their partnership appeals to a certain group of people. "I think there's a really big attraction in the residential high-end market, because most of the time these homes are being built by a couple," he says. "It's two couples meeting each other and there's a certain level of comfort."

The Houses attract the same kind of market in San Francisco. Ninety percent of their clients are a husband and wife. "Clients will gravitate to one or the other or like us both, so we find we have twice as good a chance of getting a job," Steven says. "It's also a plus because some people feel that a man's and a woman's point of view might be different, and they're getting both. It's an unsaid thing that comes out in subtle ways."

Working in the Philadelphia suburbs, Ellen and Stephen Varenhorst, Varenhorst Architects, also believe their structure and respective strengths benefit clients. "What's important for them is that our roles are defined, and I'm not saying one thing and Ellen another," says Stephen, AIA. He designs, and Ellen oversees construction. "It's a nice distinction for them," Ellen

continued on page 32
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says. “When we explain our roles, they almost give a sigh of relief.”

balancing act
Many couples believe that because they love each other, have raised children together, or went to grad school together, they should be able to get along running a business. Not so, says Marshack. Couples who work together will have a lot more fights, because there’s more to fight about. “A business is about making money. And couples argue about money anyway,” she says. “One gets concerned about whether the other handled a client right, or whether the partner should have negotiated an extra $10,000 into the bid. It can make you quite cranky with your spouse.”

Marshack stresses the importance of realizing your partner will be more sensitive to your criticisms than someone else will. “You have to be polite, take more time to communicate what you mean and clarify what the other person means,” she says. “It will take more time than if you were working on your own or with a nonrelated partner.”

People whose lives are intertwined 24/7 are also prone to communicating in ways that aren’t productive in a business setting. One danger the Varenhorsts have encountered is assuming that each knows what the other is thinking. “Treating each other differently than you’d treat an employee or consultant can be confused with disrespect,” Stephen says. In their 14 years of working together, they’ve also kicked the habit of using each other to vent frustrations about staff. If Stephen had difficulty with an employee, he’d don’t do something for your spouse you wouldn’t do for a good business partner. and don’t ask your spouse to do something you wouldn’t ask of a partner unrelated to you.”

— Leigh Griffith, attorney

continued on page 34
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complain to Ellen instead of going to the source. Then he'd feel better but Ellen would be angry. "It can pile up over time," he says. "It became so corrosive that we put it aside."

They also put aside time for themselves. Making the 15-minute commute from home to office in two cars may seem like a small thing. But to the Varenhorsts it represents a much-needed sense of separation. "At first we tried to be conscious of ecology," Stephen says. "But we decided it was more important to save our relationship."

Friday night is date night for Steven and Cathi House—and business talk is taboo. But they spend Saturdays apart. That's not so easy for Eizenberg and Koning, who have two children ages 11 and 15. How do they separate their business and personal lives?

"We do and we don't," Eizenberg says blithely. "We're big believers that your work is better if you have a life outside the office. But there's a lot of crossover. We meet friends through our work. Life is pretty fluid at the moment—is this a house or an office?"

The answer doesn't matter if the discussion is part of a creative process, Marshall says. Talk business anywhere you want. But tedious topics are best resolved in the office, she advises, not in the bedroom or when you're on vacation. "If you have children, they need a break from your preoccupation with work—they're not in it.

Lots of kids who've grown up with entrepreneur parents complain they don't want to raise their children that way. They didn't get enough of Mom and Dad."

One thing couples seem to appreciate about running a business together has little to do with the nine-to-five routine. Rather, it's sharing a common philosophy about architecture's role in the community. "Your values permeating everything you do together is the biggest element of success," Safdie says.

"It's an interesting setup," Rabines agrees. "The two of us like to deal with social aspects of architecture. It takes away the egomaniac thing architects have of just trying to make design interesting. Our philosophy shapes our work and defines it."

Cheryl Weber is a contributing writer in Severna Park, Md.
After hosting a big crowd, you might wish your kitchen were lined with dishwashers. But there’s only one that’s flexible and stylish enough to even entertain the idea. The DishDrawer™ from Fisher & Paykel.

It’s a dishwasher with drawers. A double drawer allows you to easily separate glasses and fine china from pots and pans. No bending down required with single drawers placed side by side. And, a DishDrawer is extremely chic in your choice of stainless steel, black, white, or with custom front panels added to match your kitchen décor. See the DishDrawer at your local dealer. Then decide just how many you could fit in your own kitchen.
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mark hutker is living a dream—with eyes wide open.

island paradigm

by s. claire conroy

ow many people dream of living at the beach? What if you could really do it and practice at the top of your profession? Welcome to Mark Hutker's life. Since 1985, the Hoosier native has made Martha's Vineyard, Mass., his home and base of operations for his residential architecture practice.

The 100-square-mile island is a seven-mile puddle jump south of Cape Cod, and a vacation destination popular with a host of famous names. President Clinton slept there; Carly Simon, James Taylor, Katharine Graham have houses there; Jackie Onassis was an illustrious resident and architecture patron. Travel anywhere across the country and you'll see someone wearing a T-shirt with a big black dog on it, an icon from the island's favorite hangout and logo purveyor, The Black Dog Café.

Martha's Vineyard has a smart, hip, wealthy, and mostly liberal cache that's taken on a life of its own. And after this last economic boom, which made even Democrats rich, lefty good-life seekers are building and renovating homes on the island at a frenetic pace. Twenty-five to 30 a year have hired Hutker to do their design work. He is in the right place at the right time, with the perfect combination of talent, business smarts, and people skills to take full advantage. Here he is, living at the beach with his wife and two young children and doing the best work of his career.

architect and poet

Once upon a time—let's call it the '80s—Hutker might have identified as a Postmodernist. And a glimpse at his early houses with their whimsical geometries and colors confirms the notion. It's no surprise; Robert Stern and Michael Graves were the superstars in residential architecture back then. But evolution, changes in clients' tastes, and the need to
With the Menemsha Pond house, Hulker explored the sculptural beauty of structure. The tepee-like shape of the combination living dining/kitchen area relates to the site’s Native American roots.
After 13 years as an associate in the firm, Phil Regan (left) is now Hutker's partner. Regan loves the traditional work as much as Hutker loves the modern projects. Hutker based the Menemsha Pond house (above, right) on Native American traditions of the round house and long house.

beauty, and booming business, Hutker has a worry. It's a luxurious worry that only successful architects can indulge—once their family is fed and their staff is paid—but it's one that tugs at the soul of all creative people. He's concerned that his focus on giving clients the houses they want has caused his firm to lose track of its poetic sensibility. "I struggle with this personally," he explains. "I fear we've become a little too chameleonlike."

If he didn't believe in satisfying his clients first and his muse second, Hutker might push to design only modern houses. But he insists he's in a service industry, and if his clients have their hearts set on an old-fashioned Shingle-style house, that's what they'll get. "Architecture school fostered a love-hate relationship with clients," he says. It's an attitude he rejects. "They told us we have to educate the client. But that presumes you know better than they do what they want and need."

But here's the tug: "We say we give clients what they want," he says, "but we're artists and we bring vision to the table." So, what's an artist in a service industry to do?

Hutker has a few ideas. He's poised the firm to mine the good times and he's preparing a hedge against a future slowdown. First off, he's imposed a structure and logic on what had been an ad hoc mix of traditional and modern projects. Sometimes, to name it is to tame it. So, he describes the firm's portfolio as a combination of "conceptual" work, "mannered" work, "cottages," and renovations. The mannered projects relate to cultural and stylistic traditions, although not always those within the island's built vocabulary. The cottages, he explains, tend to link "more directly to existing buildings."

The firm designs about six new custom homes a year, ranging from 5,000 to 8,000 square feet, and oftentimes much larger. "We struggle with what it means to have a portfolio of modern and mannered work," he says. "All young architects feel this to some extent." But Hutker is making peace with it, and that's easier because he has a 13-year associate he's just elevated to partner, one who loves to do the traditional work.

Phil Regan grew up on Martha's Vineyard, son of an Oak Bluffs postmaster and the librarian for the Vineyard Gazette. He is, says Hutker, an "island guy," who understands both the year-round community of 15,000 and the summer swell to 100,000 residents. Like his mother, he loves the history and diversity of the island—Edgartown's elegant Greek Revival houses, the
and we bring vision to the table.” — mark hutker
island paradigm

The back side of Eel Pond house cocks an eyebrow to its water view. The clients requested a formal, elegant house; Hutker and Regan responded with a “Chanel suit.”

Hutker's early work, as demonstrated in the Spring Point residence, had a Postmodern flair. His current work reflects a more personal response to the needs and opportunities of each project.

quirky Oak Bluffs’ Victorians, Vineyard Haven’s rambling Shingle-style houses, and the low, crumbling stone walls that trace ancient property lines.

Although Hutker is still the firm’s chief rainmaker and client schmoozer, Regan is gaining ground. “The question we always get is, ‘Mark, how involved are you going to be in the project?’” says Hutker. “We follow the 70/30 rule. I’m involved about 70 percent in the beginning and the project architect is involved about 30 percent. As the project goes along, it shifts the other way. That’s when they’ve gained the client’s trust. But now, there are clients Phil brings into the office I’ve never met.”

Even among projects Hutker brings in, Regan does the micro-managing if the clients want something traditional. Hutker holds tightest to the conceptual work he favors. One of his pet projects was the Menemsha Pond house, which he completed about four years ago. Inspired by the building traditions of Native Americans who originally settled the property, and empowered by a $365-a-foot budget, he let his muse fly free. The result is a beautiful, sculptural, and very livable vacation home. Its shingle cladding is one of the few nods to convention.

The house has enabled Hutker to attract other “poetic opportunities,” as he calls them. And when they don’t just drop into his lap, he tries to create them. For each project, his office now develops three schemes: “The first is what the owners think they want, the second is closer to the first or third, and the third is completely out of the box—a poetic approach to site and program.”

It’s certainly extra work for the firm, but it serves the client better and makes possible a higher level of artistic achievement. Sometimes clients need a little nudge out of their comfort zone to get the house their heart wants, not just their head.

Not everyone takes Hutker’s deal; some take part of it. But
none would take any risks without proof he could do the house they were looking for when they walked in the door. That’s why order of presentation is everything. “We show them the house they think they want first,” he says. “You have to show them you listened, you heard them. Then we show them the more conceptual version. If you do it the other way around, you scare the hell out of them. There’s a confidence-building that comes of showing you listened.”

Although his office is plenty techy, Hutker relies on basswood models to demystify his high-concept houses. “For the same time and cost as a virtual model, I’m going to choose basswood. You can’t feel and touch an e-presentation,” he says. “There’s nothing more exciting and compelling than the first view of the model.”

**forward thinking**

As the firm’s work becomes more conceptual, execution of the interiors grows more complicated and crucial to the success of the project. That’s in part why Hutker recently added an interior design division to his practice. Headed up by Susan Bielski, he hopes it will also hedge against a downturn in the new construction business. He guesses his high-end clients might choose to redecorate rather than renovate if money gets tighter.

He’s installed the interior design business on the ground level of the strip mall he’s made his headquarters for years. Like everything in Martha’s Vineyard, it’s had a recent face-lift. The island has a brand-new airport, too, replacing the lobster-shack terminal and chicken-coop baggage claim area it had before. What hasn’t changed is Five Corners, the intersection just steps from the ferry stop in Vineyard Haven, the island’s only year-round town. The mixing-bowl intersection, dreaded by all who live or visit there, is hard by Hutker’s office. In the summertime, it can easily turn a five-minute errand into a 45-minute ordeal.

Other headaches beset business on the island. The source of most of them is the time and money associated with having to ship everything in. It makes everything more expensive—building, living, staffing. Moderately priced housing is almost nonexistent.

After 15 or so years on the island, Hutker is finally doing well enough to add a few rooms to his house and park some nice cars in his new garage. He’s also opened an office in West Falmouth, Mass., an attempt to make inroads into the mainland market and to tap design and building talent he can’t entice across the bay. “Trying to grow a healthy, aggressive architectural firm in a laid-back community isn’t easy,” he says. “We’re as intense here about our work and getting things done as any urban firm.”

To help get things done on Martha’s Vineyard, he shares an

instead of “trophy houses,” Hutker seeks to design “heirloom houses”: “They should have an emotional effect, and a quality of materials, construction, and sensible design that makes them timeless.”

The Slough Cove compound (above and left) is Hutker’s most fully realized heirloom project to date.

---

**Brian Vanden Brink**

Instead of "trophy houses," Hutker seeks to design "heirloom houses": "They should have an emotional effect, and a quality of materials, construction, and sensible design that makes them timeless." The Slough Cove compound (above and left) is Hutker's most fully realized heirloom project to date.

**we’ve lost the time to think. i don’t always have my best idea first.” —mark hutker**
The Sengekontacket Pond residence (above and opposite), which pre-dates Slough Cove, articulates a similar agrarian vernacular. Hutker calls it "weathered silhouettes in the landscape." A pegged timber frame and insulated stressed-skin panels balance the desire to expose structure and the need to protect it from the elements.

Office with one of the island’s top custom-home builders, Andrew Flake. If clients desire, they can have an almost-design/build arrangement with Hutker and Flake, or simply invite Flake to bid on drawings.

The one-stop shopping appeals to quite a few vacation-home buyers, who tend to commute among several houses, several coasts, and sometimes several countries. Keeping in touch with one office streamlines the process.

The e-clients
Luckily, working with long-distance clients is much easier in these days of e-mail and digital cameras. In fact, Hutker asks each client for a digital-camera allowance so he can equip the contractor with it. "The contractor uses it to shoot problems and e-mail them to us from the site.

We can now resolve problems that used to take a two-hour site visit." The contractor also documents the progress of the house and any questions for the client.

Of course, not every architect has such tech-savvy clients. Hutker’s movers and shakers, however, are virtually all virtual. They’re also very demanding. "The trouble with e-communication is the e-instant expectations," he says. "We’ve lost the time to think, to incubate. I don’t always have my best idea first."

But his high-end clients are not inclined to grant Hutker the luxury of time. They’re extremely schedule-driven. All is focused on having the home ready by the summer season, usually beginning in early July. A house of the size and luxury Hutker builds rents for approximately $50,000 a month on the island, so if the house he’s designing is a month late, that’s what his clients think they’ve lost.

"With the stakes so high here, people wig out when the least little thing is wrong," he says. "They’re under so much pressure to relax, it causes them tremendous angst. Their expectations are very, very high. The house had better be perfect."

So maybe running an architecture practice in an island paradise is no day at the beach. Nonetheless, Hutker’s roots are firm in Martha’s Vineyard’s sandy soil. It’s a great place to raise his children; he enjoys the entrepreneurial feel of doing business there; and the rarefied clients it attracts offer tremendous opportunity every time they commission a house. Each time, he takes deep breath: Will they hire the architect or the poet?
isn’t easy. We’re as intense here about our work as any urban firm.” —Mark Huth
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Finally there’s one place to find information on all the building products you need. You’ll find descriptions, diagrams, dimensions, installation instructions, warranty information and more. Best of all, it’s FREE.

visit ebuild today
Seattle architect Stuart Silk's vacation house sits on a 4-foot-high platform supported by concrete pillars. The uplift keeps the house from flooding during heavy rains or unusually high tides.
three vacation homes stand the test of free time.

by meghan drueding and nigel f. maynard

just enough

The vacation house Stuart Silk, AIA, designed for himself may be most noteworthy for what it isn’t. It’s not large—the entire living space measures 1,400 square feet. It’s not far away from Silk’s home base, Seattle; in fact, he, his wife, and their four teenage kids can get there in under an hour. It contains no paint, vinyl, drywall, or aluminum windows. It has no lawn or garage, and very little in the way of adornments or extras. “We didn’t want to get into all the muss and fuss of having a second home,” Silk explains. “We just wanted a cabin.”

This mini-monument to minimalism sits on a 9,000-square-foot lot on Hat Island, in Washington state’s Puget Sound. To get there, the Silks drive half an hour to Everett, Wash., spend 20 minutes navigating their boat from Everett to Hat Island’s marina, and
then use one of the marina's loaner cars to drive down a dirt road to their property. “We were looking for an escape from the hectic city life,” Silk says. They came to the right place. At its most populated time—usually Fourth of July weekend—the mile-and-a-half-long island swells to about 1,000 people, but its winter population drops to a fraction of that.

**high life**
The house’s location on a rocky, windswept sand spit makes for great views of Puget Sound and the Olympic Mountains. But it also means flooding is possible during an extremely high tide. So, in accordance with local laws, Silk created a 4-foot-high concrete platform for the house. Columns of the same material support the platform, allowing a high tide to flow underneath the building.

Their elevated position gives the Silks a measure of privacy from the two or three other families who reside nearby. A pair of identical, 6-by-20-foot porches—one at the front of the house and the other at the back, looking out on the water—further delineate the divide between public and private. “The front porch is where you sit in the morning and have coffee and talk to the neighbors,” Silk says. “The back porch is a great place to read a book or watch seals, birds, and the occasional orca.” Each one is just big enough for two chairs and a table, which is exactly how the couple planned them. The standing-seam metal roof that covers the house extends over both porches, giving them a protected, enclosed feeling.

**safe and sound**
Silk tried to establish a similar sense of sanctuary throughout the home. It’s the reason he lined the great-room walls with continuous bookshelves. “Books are a symbol of refuge for me and my wife,” he says. Built-in window seats contribute to the cozy atmosphere, but the spare decor and detailing keep cuteness at bay.

Windows, too, are meant to convey comfort and containment; they’re small, punched openings rather than the large, paneless affairs popular in waterfront houses. A grand stone fireplace topped with a driftwood mantelpiece is the primary heat source. It’s supplemented by wall heaters, but according to Silk the fireplace usually produces enough heat to warm the entire home.

Simplicity and symmetry distinguish the floor plan, which consists of a kitchen that opens up into a great room; two bedrooms, each with its own bath; and a sleeping loft. Thanks to a shed dormer’s 20-by-2-foot clerestory window, sunlight reflects off the waters of the sound and into the home even on cloudy days. Offshore breezes ventilate the main room and sleeping spaces throughout the year.

Though Silk’s house doesn’t use recycled materials or a graywater system, it’s green in its own way. He selected materials as close to their natural states as possible, free of the toxins present in so many synthetic materials, and he set the house lightly on the land. Best of all, he designed exactly what he needed and nothing more.—m.d.
architect: Stuart Silk Architects, Seattle
builder: Del Hirzel Construction, Hat Island, Wash.
size: 1,400 square feet
cost: $150 per square foot
cabin cure

architect Christine Albertsson's clients for this northern Minnesota vacation home enjoy spending time with their grown children and extended family. But they like their privacy, too. The obvious solution—a vast, multiwinged house—wouldn't have suited their site, a wooded, seven-acre piece of lakefront property. Nor, according to Albertsson, would it have suited their personalities. "They'd had a builder do a design for a new cabin that was really overscaled, with 10-foot ceilings and that sort of thing," she says. "They hated it!"

So Albertsson, AIA, who at the time worked for the Minneapolis firm Meyer, Scherer & Rockcastle, came up with a plan to give her clients a comfortably scaled living space while still providing room for guests. The 1,000-square-foot main cabin she designed contains a central kitchen and great room, flanked by a master suite and a sun porch. A timbered carport connects the main cabin with a 300-square-foot bunkhouse, also designed by Albertsson, that sleeps four. And an existing boathouse a few hundred feet away holds another four sleeping spaces.
For this cabin on a Minnesota lake, Christine Albertsson, AIA, used oversized stained logs and red window frames to convey a sense of coziness and refuge.

Photos: Peter Birdwell-Kerze
log look

The boathouse’s log and fieldstone siding inspired the log cabin theme that Albertsson incorporated into the two new buildings. “The clients didn’t give me a lot of guidelines,” she says. “They just told me they wanted something charming.” Building an actual log cabin wouldn’t have been practical, considering the need for efficient insulation during Minnesota’s severe winters, so she designed a stick-built frame with log cladding. Since the owners liked the look of tarred, weatherproofed Adirondack lodges, they had the logs stained a few shades darker than their natural hue. Smooth, fist-sized fieldstones rim the foundations of the main house and bunkhouse, and they reappear as landscaping elements throughout the site.

Albertsson manipulated the materials and scale of the project to make it look even smaller than it is. She selected oversized, 14-inch-diameter logs and brought the walls down to 7 feet 6 inches instead of 8 feet. Deep roof overhangs and zippy red-painted wood windows impart a fairy-tale flavor to the exterior. “The oversized logs emphasize the ‘lowness’ of the buildings,” she says. “By using them and by making the walls shorter, I was trying to set the house apart and make it look a little different. I also wanted it to have an intimate scale.” On a larger, more complicated house, the same components would have overwhelmed. Her strategy works, largely because of the plan’s elemental simplicity.
made by hand

The main cabin's interior derives its simple beauty from a craftsmanlike approach to detail. Birch timbers salvaged from the bottom of Lake Superior line the walls, ceilings, and floor. A Minneapolis cabinetmaker carved intricate leaf and vine patterns into the large maple kitchen island, as a reference to the home's wooded setting. The owner, an interior designer, had found a set of travertine tiles carved into rosettes, and she asked Albertsson to incorporate them into the sun-porch floor. The architect used the pricey tiles sparingly to keep costs down, interspersing them randomly with larger, plain tiles of tumbled travertine.

Generous river-stone-covered fireplaces warm both the great room and the window-lined sun porch. Tempering the heavy wood and stone elements are white-painted kitchen cabinets and natural light from a windowed cupola tucked into the great-room ceiling.

Anyone who's ever designed a log home knows it’s not easy to pull off. A few small slipups, and the whole thing tumbles into clunky or contrived. That’s why you’d never guess this is Albertsson’s first log structure—it’s graceful and functional, without the least hint of kitsch. “It’s very different from designing a regular house,” says the architect, who now has her own firm in Minneapolis. “I definitely had a hard time with some of the details. But it was so much fun.”—m.d.

---

Outdoor spaces, like the walled front terrace above, help the 1,300-square-foot house live large.
New York City-based Bromley Caldari Architects opted for modest materials like galvanized metal and cedar cladding to lend the beach house an unaffected elegance.

Source: Christian Rohna
A vacation home is a guilty pleasure; one by the beach is gravy. As such, it's obligated to indulge in its surroundings. This vacation home, located in the resort community of Fire Island Pines, N.Y., started life as a small, dark box that failed to appreciate its bay-front site. The owners called on Bromley Caldari Architects in New York City to replace the cramped shack with a better-appointed, more water-friendly house.

Bromley Caldari approached the project from a strong position: Principal Scott Bromley, AIA, has had a home on Fire Island for almost 20 years, and he and the client, Ed Lewis, have been friends for most of that time. What’s more, the firm has worked on about 30 homes on the long and narrow strip just south of Long Island across the Great South Bay.
The clients, who use the house every weekend from Easter to Halloween, wanted a light-filled, spacious retreat for entertaining—one that had a guest bedroom and a central space for enjoying the great view. A painting studio was another must-have.

Though it was technically a remodeling project, the result is essentially a brand-new 1,600-square-foot house, says principal Jerry Caldari, AIA. For tax reasons, the architects kept the same footprint, but they razed most of the existing structure, reinforced the foundation, and added new floor joists, wood walls, and roof. They also reduced the number of bedrooms from four to two, reconfiguring and enlarging the remaining ones, and added new windows and two new bathrooms.

Because the island is nestled between the Atlantic Ocean and the bay, the narrow lot has no real front and back, says Caldari. But the focal point of the exterior is a large timber-framed, double-height screened porch that rises from the dunes to face the bay. “When you are outside looking at the porch, it is a pretty heroic structure,” he says. “Those are fairly large columns.” The porch, which has not only screened walls but a screened roof, provides sanctuary from the voracious mosquitoes and other unwanted guests.
Twelve-by-twelve-foot columns and wood glu-lam beams permit soaring 14-foot ceilings and uninterrupted vistas of the Great South Bay.
Opening up the floor plan was a major programmatic requirement, so a procession through the porch leads to a voluminous living/dining room. The room has large glass openings to maximize natural light and views. "This is the biggest effect of the house," says Caldari. "When you are in that room looking through the porch to the bay, it is an amazing feeling." The original design called for custom glass windows, but the architects instead used a combination of fixed glass panels and standard-sized awnings. "We were able to save a lot of money by just shifting things a bit here and there," he explains.

Bromley Caldari performed a similar budgetary balancing act in the kitchen, specing cabinets faced in colored plywood, black walnut countertops, and cedar-covered walls. Corrugated metal roofing clads walls elsewhere in the project, and red brick floors line the major areas (except the bedrooms and baths). "You don’t usually see brick flooring at the beach," Caldari says. "But it’s something the clients really wanted to have."

The architects’ interventions result in a much more beach-oriented abode. Cozy and charming, it allows its owners to enjoy the sun, the sea, and the surf. And, when the spirit moves them, they can pursue their muses while gazing at still waters: Their new 400-square-foot, circular-shaped studio has a roll-up door opening onto the pool. "They wanted something wonderful," says Caldari. "That’s what we gave them."—n.f.m.
Sony Can Make Your Plans More Entertaining.

Just relax — because you’re in the hands of the real professionals. Nobody knows more about home entertainment than Sony. That’s why Sony is your best choice for planning a home entertainment system that delivers real theatrical impact. A system with the latest components and state-of-the-art technologies, for spectacular video and sound. How do you get started? That’s the easy part: just call your Sony Authorized A/V Contractor. For a name and location in your area, call: 1-800-295-SONY (7669).
WHEN WAS THE LAST TIME YOU SHOWED HOME BUYERS THE REAL INSIDE OF THE HOUSE?

Fancy faucets and crown molding may make your homes look nice. But if you want to really impress home buyers, show them you care enough to wrap every home you build with Typar® HouseWrap, the country's leading brand of housewrap.

Nothing compares to the overall performance of Typar HouseWrap. When used with Typar construction tape, Typar HouseWrap stops airflow through construction gaps, cracks and holes. It exceeds building codes for moisture vapor transmission and air hold-out. And Typar is the only housewrap that's unconditionally guaranteed.

So your home buyers will feel comfortable with their home and their decision to build with you.

TYPAR®
HouseWrap

THE BETTER BALANCED HOUSEWRAP.

For your free copy of the Typar specifications guide and installation CD, call 1.800.321.6271.
Or contact us at housewrap@reemay.com or www.reemay.com.
There are 1,000,000 Ways to Make Your House a HOME...

...EAGLE® proudly offers the other 999,998.

Seven species of wood, 8 styles of decorative glass, 12 interior factory finishes, 50 exterior colors, unlimited shapes and sizes. Sure EAGLE® offers some of the best design elements available in the window industry, but it's our unparalleled performance that lets you concentrate on the more important things in life!
off the shelf

cook out

bring a little sizzle to outdoor spaces
with these open-air cooking appliances.

fire tower

The sculptural Gizeh Grill, an all-season outdoor fire-
place and grill, marries smart looks and practicality.

Made of permanently oxidized Cor-Ten steel, the prod-
uct boasts an adjustable firebox, an ash pan, and a grill.

It stands 77 inches tall, 19 inches wide, and 21 inches

grill power

Equipped with
25,000-BTU stainless-
steel burners, a built-
in thermometer, a
fully enclosed rotis-
serie system, a smok-
ing tray, and a 9-volt
battery ignition sys-
tem, the T series grills
bring commercial-type
amenities to the home.

Available in stainless
steel, Viking blue, for-
est green, and graphite gray, the units can be directly
installed into a custom enclosure without special
installation blankets. Viking, 888.845.4641;

hot stuff

Keep food toasty for up to two hours at temperatures between
90 and 250 degrees Fahrenheit. These outdoor warming draw-
ers come in three widths: 27, 30, and 36 inches. A moisture-
selector control helps keep food from drying out or becoming
soggy; the entire drawer comes out for cleaning. Viking,
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Call for Entries

The premier SmartSystem Home of the Year Awards, sponsored by SmartSystem Siding, honors beautiful homes with great elevations that feature SmartSystem products. There are four entry categories, including single-family detached homes of all sizes, single-family attached homes and manufactured or modular homes. One project will be chosen as the 2002 SmartSystem Home of the Year.

Entry Form and Fee Deadline:
September 7, 2001

Completed Entry Binders Are Due:
September 21, 2001

Who can enter?
• Builders
• Architects
• Developers
• Planners
• Other Industry Professionals

What can you enter?
• Projects completed after January 1, 1999.
• Single-Family Detached entries must use SmartSystem lap or SmartSystem panel on a minimum of three sides.
• Single-Family Attached and Manufactured/Modular entries must use SmartSystem lap or SmartSystem panel as the predominant siding product.

How do you win?
A panel of independent building professionals will review entries and select winners based on quality of design, function, craftsmanship and use of SmartSystem siding products.

Entry Form

There are three ways to register:

1. MAIL:
Complete and mail this form to Melissa Dole,
2002 SmartSystem Home of the Year Awards
One Thomas Circle, NW, Suite 600
Washington, DC 20005

2. FAX:
Fax this completed form to Melissa Dole at 202.785.1974

3. ONLINE:
Visit www.smartsystemhome.com and register

---

2002 SmartSystem Home of the Year

---

CASH GRAND PRIZE
$500

---

Name ____________________________
Title ____________________________
Company ____________________________
Address ____________________________
City ____________________________ State __________ Zip __________
Telephone ____________________________ Fax ____________________________
E-mail ____________________________

- Send more information
- Send entry binder(s) and instructions now
- Check for $ __________ payable to SmartSystem Home of the Year is enclosed
- Please charge my credit card
  - Visa
  - MasterCard
  - American Express

Card Number ____________ Expiration Date ____________
Name as it appears on card ____________________________
Signature ____________________________
compact cookery
Designed for smaller spaces, the 24-inch Outdoor Cooking Center has a 405-square-inch grilling area with two 15,000-BTU gas burners and a motorized rotisserie. The unit can be fitted into a portable stainless steel cart or built into a more permanent arrangement. GE Appliances, 800.626.2000; www.geappliances.com.

keeping current
The Lanai outdoor electric grill can be installed in any covered outdoor area. Its nonstick double grill measures 30 inches across and features infinite control settings and downdraft ventilation. Jenn-Air, 800.JENN.AIR; www.jennair.com.

deca pizza
At 1,100 pounds, the Piccolo Mobile wood-burning oven isn’t easily portable, but it can be finished in any style and mounted on a permanent base. The 31½-inch cooking surface accommodates three 10-inch pizzas, two 13x9-inch roasting pans, or up to six 10-inch loaves of bread. Mugnaini, 888.887.7206; www.mugnaini.com.

hardy fare
The Woodsman Camp Range is built of cast-iron steel with riveted and welded joints to withstand any kind of climate. The 21-inch-wide oven and five 9-inch covers handle a variety of foods. An optional 8-gallon copper water reservoir can be installed to keep a supply of warm water available. Enterprise Fawcett, 506.536.1160; www.enterprise-fawcett.com.
My deadlines are not negotiable. Callbacks are not in my vocabulary.
So, I hire subs that use the best. This is my insulation.
Crowning beautiful homes throughout the land
Superior Clay chimney tops are as functional as they are expressive of our ideas about the cheer and warmth of the fireside family circle. The chimney is a prominent feature of your home, so by making it ornamental we add our own personal touch to the character of our home. Superior Clay Corporation hand crafts over 40 styles of decorative chimney tops.

Superior Clay Corporation
Superior Clay Products Built to Last
P.O. BOX 352 UHRICHSVILLE, OHIO 44683

Phone: 740-922-4122
1-800-848-6166
http://www.rumford.com

Everything You Expect From residential architect… And More

The only site devoted exclusively to residential architects and designers, residential architect Online is your best source for product information, design ideas, management strategies, late breaking news, and useful links.

www.ebuild.com
the world’s largest interactive building product guide

Finally there’s one place to find information on all the building products you need. You’ll find descriptions, diagrams, dimensions, installation instructions, warranty information and more. Best of all, it’s FREE.

visit ebuild today

Hanley-Wood, LLC
Fast Accurate and Easy to Use Architectural Design Software

NOW AVAILABLE!
CALL 1-800-248-0164 OR VISIT WWW.SOFTPLAN.COM
FOR A FREE DEMONSTRATION PACKAGE

SoftPlan Architectural Design Software is the building industry's leading residential and light commercial CAD software package. Draw with fully assembled items such as walls, windows, beams, rafters, foundations, etc. Create floor plans, elevations, cross sections, roof framing, wall framing, material take offs, incredibly photorealistic interior and exterior 3D renderings and much more! Get your FREE demonstration CD today! 1-800-248-0164 or www.softplan.com
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IF THIS OLD HOUSE could talk, IT WOULD TELL YOU all about the UNICO SYSTEM.

Installing A Unico Cooling & Heating System Won't Compromise Your Home's Architectural Integrity.
Now you can install a high performance cooling and heating system in your older home without affecting aesthetics. The Unico System's flexible mini-ducts fit easily behind walls and ceilings, eliminating the need for soffits. Outlets are small and subtle to match any décor. With the Unico System, you'll enjoy the superior performance of quiet, draft-free cooling and heating all year long.

To hear more about the finest cooling and heating system for older homes, call 1-800-527-0896 or visit us on the web at www.unicosystem.com.
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doctor spec

casting about

faux stone may be the perfect impostor for your next project.

by nigel f. maynard

Ms. Moneypenny just hired you to design her Georgian manse near the Atlantic coast, and her laundry list of requirements calls for fancy stone moldings and sills, stone facing for the fireplace, and structural columns with capitals and cants for the interior and exterior. To top things off, she wants a durable stone that will not bloat the budget or slow the frenetic construction pace.

You could spec natural cut limestone, a good choice in this case, but don’t expect Ms. Moneypenny to pat you on the back or send you a bottle of 1990 Château Latour when the project is six months late and well over her budget.

perfect alternative

A clever architect might consider architectural precast stone, a manufactured product that will bring your project within budget and bring you into your clients’ good graces.

Though it has been around for a while, cast stone is hot. "We didn’t use much of it in the past, but lately we’ve been getting more requests from clients who want a durable and cost-effective product," says Stephen Herlong, principal of Stephen Herlong and Associates in Isle of Palms, S.C. Jerry Johnson, of Caperton-Johnson in Dallas, says the product has been very popular his market, and now his northern clients are asking for it, too.

Made from Portland cement, sand, aggregates, and coloring pigments, cast stone can be either wet-poured or dry-tamped into molds of various shapes, sizes, and designs to simulate the look of natural limestone. It’s long been an architectural feature in commercial projects, but is increasingly being speced in residential projects for, among other things, exterior trim, newel posts, balustrades, and veneer.

Natural limestone is a fantastic product, but "in some cases, it may not have the technological or physical properties an architect is looking for," says Mark Ferguson, AIA, principal of New York City–based Ferguson Shamamian & Ratner Architects. “Cast stone is the perfect alternative.” It can be reinforced with steel, and its weathering qualities are comparable, if not better, than those of natural stone because the manufacturing process is controlled.

material advantages

The material has other advantages, too. Because of the sorting and culling involved, natural stone has a long lead time, Ferguson says. “You have to find enough of it and make sure it all looks similar.” Cast stone has no long wait, mak—

continued on page 72
They've called us picky, obsessive and downright fanatical.

Would you have us any other way?

Done right the first time. High-performance vinyl windows and patio doors nationally recognized for quality construction. To find out more, call or click. We'd love to show you all the little details that make a big, big difference. 1-800-SIMONTON

©2001 Simonton Building Products, Inc.
Cast-stone veneer, columns, and balustrades in a coral stone finish embellish this Palm Beach, Fla., residence by Ferguson Shamamian & Rattner.

Yingling, sales manager for Sierra Architectural Industries in Cincinnati. “Stone from a quarry has natural discoloration, but we can do more consistent colors,” he explains.

got rocks
The price of cast stone varies widely depending on the style and level of detail, but it generally costs about half as much as natural products. “If you are using natural stone, the shapes have to be cut and carved by hand, which is very expensive and time-consuming,” Ferguson says. “Cast stone, on the other hand, can be done over and over using the same molds.”

The manufacturing process also means that cast stone offers more design possibilities. If you can dream it, a manufacturer can probably design a mold to produce it. “The product is poured in liquid form,” says Johnson, “so it can be almost anything.”

Ferguson says you can spec it with an acid wash for an aged look, or choose a faux finish with natural veining or a stained appearance. One manufacturer, he says, sprinkles moistened baking soda into the molds before pouring the cement mixture. The baking soda “clumps” up, leaving behind a coral stone surface when the molds are cured and washed. There are as many techniques and stylistic effects as there are manufacturers.

Herlong uses cast stone in his contemporary work, but says the product’s versatility means that it can be used anywhere. For example, architect Christopher Rose, of Johns Island, S.C.–based Christopher Rose Architects, says it’s perfect for the Tuscan and Mediterranean styles so prevalent now.

If a traditional stone facing is in order, manufacturers like Napa, Calif.–based Cultured Stone and Artistic Stone Products in Woodstock, Ga., offer a lightweight concrete stone veneer. Bob Heath, vice president of marketing for Cultured Stone, a division of Owens Corning, says the product can be used indoors or outdoors for fireplaces, walls, and landscaping applications. Heath says Cultured Stone comes in more than 350 different products in 20 stone textures, and costs about $10 to $15 per square foot installed. Artistic Stone comes in more than 30 textures and in various colors.

weighty issues
Despite its benefits, cast stone has some issues that are important to understand and address. For example, some manufacturers claim cast stone is less expensive than natural stone only if the spec involves profiles and designs; flat products, they say, are comparable in price.

But Charles Rager, president of the Cast Stone Institute in Winder, Ga., and plant superintendent of Sun Precast in McClure, Pa., disagrees. “The natural product may be cheaper in those instances, but a backup system might be needed for installation,” he says, which ends up costing more. “On our jobs, there is always a savings if the customer goes to cast over natural.” He suggests architects contact their supplier for exact information.

Flat or fancy, cast stone can still cost a pretty penny, in some cases up to hundreds of dollars per square foot. And because it’s heavy, shipping accounts for a large part of the bill. To offset costs, use a source close to the project whenever possible. “The weight also means that an adequate structural steel system is needed for installation,” says architect Jerry Johnson, “so you need people who are familiar with the product and can do adequate installation.”

Another thing to keep in mind is the look of the finished product, says Rager. Where are joints going to be? Where do you break one piece to make the next one? “Those are some of the questions we ask early in a project, so the architect needs to have all that information,” he says.

plan ahead
More than anything else, it’s essential to work closely and early with your manufacturer to help determine if cast stone is right for your project. Even if your clients can afford genuine limestone, faux may suit the job better, Herlong notes. Cast stone can give your clients the look and feel of the real thing but with the durability and design versatility that only the faux version can provide.
New From Fantech

Fantech Vent Light

A Beautiful Solution to Your Shower and Bathroom Ventilation Problems

Fantech once again redefines the vent light. UL and cUL approved for use in wet locations, our halogen light will brighten even the gloomiest shower enclosures. Combined with a Fantech Fan you are assured of quiet, efficient ventilation from your ventilation solutions company. For more information call us at:

800-747-1762

or fax us at:
800-487-9915

or visit our website at:
fantech-us.com
Columns & Balustrades

- Fiberglass Columns
- Marble/Resin Columns
- Wood Columns
- Synthetic Stone Balustrades & Columns
- Cast Stone Balustrades, Columns & Architectural Details
- Polyurethane Balustrades & Mouldings

Call 800.963.3060
Fax 770.962.6988
www.meltonclassics.com

Mellon Classics Incorporated

fine architectural millwork products

Call 800.963.3060
Fax 770.962.6988
www.meltonclassics.com

Western Red Cedar Finish Lumber
Excellent for Vacation Homes and Resort Communities

Best Grades of
- Exterior Sidings
- Interior T&G Panelings
- Decking
- Shakes/Shingles
- Timbers and Beams

All Sizes of Sauna Kits

Bear Creek Lumber
(800) 597-7191
Fax: (509) 997-2040
Worldwide Delivery To Your Door

Check our website for Free Gift Offer
bearcreeklumber.com

Ask about our full line of Yellow Cedar Decking, Panelings, Timbers
Also
- #1 Douglas Fir Timbers
- Pine or Hardwood Floorings
- Redwood T&G
- Custom Milling Available
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STONECAD®: CULTURED STONE® TOTAL INFORMATION RESOURCE
Everything you need to design with stone on one CD-ROM. Select, visualize and specify Cultured Stone® products, see and download views of all textures and colors, a photo gallery of design ideas, hatch patterns, tileable textures, installation information, specification formats and a Cultured Stone® Web site link.
(800)-644-4487
Offer limited to building professionals. Please state your profession.
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Finally, low-cost protection against washing machine leaks and floods!

Designer inspired
- new construction
- older homes
- apartments
- condominiums

AML inc.
P.O. Box 1792
Stanwood, WA 98292
PHONE (360) 629-9269
FAX (360) 629-2838
ORDER 1-800-929-9269
WEB www.floodsaver.com

FloodSaver

Check our website for Free Gift Offer
bearcreeklumber.com
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It's amazing the difference a Boen Hardwood floor can make in almost any room. It can be installed in a day. That's the Boen difference. For more information write:
Boen Hardwood Flooring
350 Hollie Drive • Bowles Industrial Park
Martinsville, VA 24112
www.boen.com
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It's not wood. It's Royal Wood.

Composite trim that won't rot, warp, crack.

Royal Wood® plastic/wood co-extruded composite trimboards cut, nail and install like wood yet offer consistent quality with every board. They come pre-finished or can be painted. Ideal for fascia, frieze, corners, rakes, soffits, band boards and more.

Royal Wood®

Circle No. 409

866-899-3320 www.royal-wood.com
ROYAL CORINTHIAN INC.
PREMIUM SYNTHETIC COLUMNS AND BALUSTRADE SYSTEMS

- Durable and long-lasting for both interior and exterior applications.
- Wide variety of sizes, styles, and finishes.
- Custom orders

CALL 888-265-8661
www.royalcorinthian.com  FAX: (630) 876-3098  Circle No. 411

Silent Salesperson
Welcome your customers graciously with our Symphony custom staircases executed in domestic or imported hardwoods. Full palette of custom touches available including handcarving and iron balustrades.

Services include CADD design drawings, pre-fit handrail & job-site delivery.

www.mrstair.com  (800) 236-1736
Staircase & Millwork  Circle No. 412

Summit Door, Inc.
Custom wood sectional garage doors. Unlimited variety of wood species and design possibilities. Create your own design or choose one of ours. Available through our dealer network or direct to the builder. Call our office or fax us your blueprint. Toll free (888)SMT-DOOR. Fax (909)272-6367.

Circle No. 356

MOLDINGS, MANTELS, CARVINGS
ARCHITECTURAL PANELING, INC.
979 Third Ave., (D&D Bldg) NY, NY 10022
Tel: 212-371-9632  Fax: 212-759-0276
www.apaneling.com

FULL LINE OF DEEP-SCULPT WOOD MOLDINGS IN
WALNUT
MAHOGANY
CHERRY
OAK
MAPLE
ETC...

$10.00 catalog complimentary to the trade

Circle No. 407
Fire Protection Never Looked So Good...
or cost so little.

Introducing Star Sprinkler’s Celeste Flush Residential Fire Sprinkler - when aesthetics AND economy count.

Call today for your FREE guide to residential sprinkler systems, or for the location of the Star distributor nearest you. Call 1-800-558-5236, or e-mail: literature@starsprinkler.com

---

You Design Online. We’ll Ship to you Direct.

- Online Design System
- Online Catalog
- Free Personal Design Service
- Most Orders Shipped in 24 Hrs

Add this product to your business to increase your customer’s satisfaction and your bottom line!!

www.EasyClosets.com
1-800-910-0129

---

ALDES HEAT RECOVERY VENTILATORS, 95SRD, 155SRD, 200SRD & 300DDD exhaust stale indoor air and supply fresh outdoor air, protecting Indoor Air Quality in tightly built homes from 1100 sq. ft. to 5000 sq. ft. (larger units available). ERV 200S, ideal for hot humid climates, use all year. For information call American ALDES Ventilation Corp. 1-800-255-7749

Fax: 941-351-3442
http://www.americanaldes.com
Circle No. 420

---

CONCRETE ANSWERS FOR RESIDENTIAL CONSTRUCTION

Learn more about Concrete Homebuilding. Circle our Inquiry Number for a free copy of our Residential Catalog, or check out our Hotline or Web Site. Find valuable resources on residential concrete construction, technical information, training books and videos, and promotional tools.

188/333-4840 www.concretehomes.com
Portland Cement Association
Circle No. 415

---

American ALDES Ventilation Corp. 1-800-255-7749
Fax: 941-351-3442
http://www.americanaldes.com
Circle No. 420
Construct better

With VectorWorks ARCHITECT 9, great designs are just the beginning. ARCHITECT 9 helps you increase productivity while it manages every step of the design and construction process. Call today, or visit our website at www.nemetschek.net. With ARCHITECT 9, the only limit is your imagination.

Freedom to do more
A product of Nemetschek North America
www.nemetschek.net 888.646.4223

CALL NOW!
(800) 959-DRAW
(800) 959-3729
www.details-details.com
Visit our website for product samples, free demos, and the latest information on products and pricing
Circle No. 425

High quality construction details in .dwg, .dxf, .pdf, and hard copy formats covering all the disciplines:
• civil
• landscape
• architectural
• structural
• mechanical
• plumbing
• electrical
• ADA
Many products feature our acclaimed "NO LEARNING CURVE" software.

Over- all the quality of the details was outstanding and the ease of their use is exceptional." (CADence Magazine)

Circle No. 424

www.stairworld.com 1 800 387 7711

Curved Staircases
Spiral Staircases
Columns
Exterior Railings
Ornamental Railings
Stair Parts
Railing Components

For information on advertising in the computer shop/cad section, please call Barb Bukaty at 913-239-8877
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Everything You Expect
From *residential architect*... And More

*residential architect* Online

The only site devoted exclusively to residential architects and designers, *residential architect* Online is your best source for product information, design ideas, management strategies, late breaking news, and useful links.

**The Latest Reason to Check out *residential architect* Online**

- *residential architect* Online is back with a bang. Recently re-launched as a full service site, *residential architect* Online will deliver the most comprehensive information on the art and business of house design. Architect profiles, "Practice" column straight from the pages of *residential architect* magazine, and architectural resources are just a few of the new features you will find.

<www.residentialarchitect.com>
TA__NT POOL

We are creators of the industry's top-quality pool and spa products, setting the standards for excellence to meet your highest expectations for performance and beauty.

We are craftsmen, using our artistry to turn common materials into luxurious retreats designed just for your needs...and your dreams.

We are merchants who have risen to the top of the industry because of our professionalism. And, our commitment to quality and service guarantees your pool or spa will stay beautifully inviting and silently efficient. For years to come.

Together the members of the National Spa and Pool Institute bring you unique designs, innovation, satisfaction and support. That's why, when you choose to work with an NSPI member, you'll be rewarded with a pool or spa that's an oasis of relaxation and entertainment.

Look for this symbol of excellence in choosing your pool or spa products and professionals!

For Free Information call 800-323-3996.
For custom builders, residential architects and interior designers whose expectations are every bit as discriminating as their tastes, the premier marketplace is Custom Home 2001. For those who understand the difference, Custom Home 2001 offers the finest collection of high-end products and services available. More than 200 exhibitors and over 35,000 net square feet of exhibit space are dedicated exclusively to the most leading-edge technology, products and resources, while an in-depth conference program will cover the latest business, marketing, design and new "smart home" technology topics. For additional inspiration, Custom Home 2001 is proud to showcase the winners of this year's Custom Home Design Awards.

If detail marks the difference in your work, Custom Home 2001 is the event you can't afford to miss.

For more information, visit www.CustomHomeShow.com or call: 800-681-6970
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Advertiser</th>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Circle</th>
<th>Phone No.</th>
<th>Web Site/E-Mail</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Access Industries</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>800-333-2234</td>
<td><a href="http://www.dream">www.dream</a> elevator.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cabot</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>225</td>
<td>800-US-STAIN x347</td>
<td><a href="http://www.cabot">www.cabot</a> architect.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CertainTeed - Boardwalk</td>
<td>C3</td>
<td>321</td>
<td>800-233-8990</td>
<td><a href="http://www.certainteed.com">www.certainteed.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CertainTeed - WeatherBoards FiberCement</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>800-233-8990</td>
<td><a href="http://www.certainteed.com">www.certainteed.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cor-A-Vent, Inc.</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>260</td>
<td>800-837-8368</td>
<td><a href="http://www.cor-a-vent.com">www.cor-a-vent.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cultured Stone (a division of Owens Corning)</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>800-664-4487</td>
<td><a href="http://www.culturedstone.com">www.culturedstone.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Custom Home Show</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>800-681-6970</td>
<td><a href="http://www.customhome.show.com">www.customhome.show.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delta Faucet</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>800-343-Delta</td>
<td><a href="http://www.deltafaucet.com">www.deltafaucet.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Designer Doors, Inc.</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>800-241-0525</td>
<td><a href="http://www.designerdoors.com">www.designerdoors.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eagle Windows and Doors</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>800-453-3633</td>
<td><a href="http://www.eaglewindow.com">www.eaglewindow.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ebuild.com</td>
<td>74,76</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>800-747-1762</td>
<td><a href="http://www.ebuild.com">www.ebuild.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fantech</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>343</td>
<td>800-825-4434</td>
<td><a href="http://www.fantech-us.com">www.fantech-us.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fisher &amp; Paykel</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>333</td>
<td>800-863-5394</td>
<td><a href="http://www.fisherpaykel.com">www.fisherpaykel.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heatilator</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>800-927-6841</td>
<td><a href="http://www.heatilator.com">www.heatilator.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Henderson Black &amp; Green, Inc.</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>231</td>
<td>800-264-4HBG</td>
<td><a href="http://www.hbgcolumns.com">www.hbgcolumns.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inclinator Company of America</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>276</td>
<td>800-343-9007 x77</td>
<td><a href="http://www.inclinator.com">www.inclinator.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jade Bathroom and Hardware</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>315</td>
<td>480-951-2675</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knauf Fiber Glass</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>800-825-4434</td>
<td><a href="http://www.knauffiber">www.knauffiber</a> glass.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Koch Waterproofing Solutions, Inc.</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>392</td>
<td>800-DRY-BSTM</td>
<td><a href="http://www.guaranteeddrybasements.com">www.guaranteeddrybasements.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kolbe &amp; Kolbe Millwork Company, Inc.</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>277</td>
<td>800-955-8177</td>
<td><a href="http://www.kolbe-kolbe.com">www.kolbe-kolbe.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisiana Pacific Corporation</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>351</td>
<td>800-450-6108</td>
<td><a href="http://www.techshield.lpcorp.com">www.techshield.lpcorp.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisiana Pacific Corporation</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>---</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marvin Windows and Doors</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>800-236-9690</td>
<td><a href="http://www.marvin.com">www.marvin.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milgard Manufacturing</td>
<td>18-19</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>800-MILGARD</td>
<td><a href="http://www.milgard.com">www.milgard.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Concrete Masonry Assoc.</td>
<td>2-3</td>
<td>346</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Pool and Spa Institute</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>227</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northern Roof Tile</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>310</td>
<td>905-627-4035</td>
<td><a href="http://www.northernroof">www.northernroof</a> tiles.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Owens Corning</td>
<td>44-45</td>
<td>375</td>
<td>800-GET-PINK</td>
<td><a href="http://www.owenscorning.com">www.owenscorning.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pella Corporation</td>
<td>C2-1</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>800-54-PELLA</td>
<td><a href="http://www.pella.com">www.pella.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reemay, Inc.</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>388</td>
<td>800-321-6271</td>
<td><a href="http://www.reemay.com">www.reemay.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reward Wall Systems</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>341</td>
<td>800-468-6344</td>
<td><a href="http://www.rewardwalls.com">www.rewardwalls.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rocky Mountain Hardware</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>325</td>
<td>888-788-2013</td>
<td><a href="http://www.rockymountainhardware.com">www.rockymountainhardware.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simonton Windows</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>323</td>
<td>800-SIMONTON</td>
<td><a href="http://www.simonton.com">www.simonton.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simpson Strong-Tie Company, Inc.</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>800-999-5099</td>
<td><a href="http://www.strongtie.com">www.strongtie.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Softplan Systems, Inc.</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>800-248-0164</td>
<td><a href="http://www.softplan.com">www.softplan.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sony Corporation</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>302</td>
<td>877-879-SONY</td>
<td><a href="http://www.sony.com/directbiz-pit">www.sony.com/directbiz-pit</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subzero Freezer Company</td>
<td>C4</td>
<td>329</td>
<td>800-222-7820</td>
<td><a href="http://www.subzero.com">www.subzero.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Superior Clay Corporation</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>383</td>
<td>800-848-6166</td>
<td><a href="http://www.rumford.com">www.rumford.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Unico System</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>800-527-0896</td>
<td><a href="http://www.unicosystem.com">www.unicosystem.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vermont Timber Frames, Inc.</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>492</td>
<td>518-677-8860</td>
<td><a href="http://www.vtf.com">www.vtf.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weather Shield Manufacturing, Inc.</td>
<td>10-11</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>800-477-6808 x2532</td>
<td><a href="http://www.weathershield.com">www.weathershield.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whirlpool Corporation</td>
<td>6-7,12</td>
<td>360</td>
<td>800-253-3977</td>
<td><a href="http://www.insideadvantage.net">www.insideadvantage.net</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Why did you become an architect?
I spent two years studying engineering and I was bored. I took an elective on the introduction to architecture and was hooked, so I changed schools and transferred into architecture.

What is the best thing about being an architect?
Every day is different.

What would you do if you weren't an architect?
I'd be a musician.

Do you have an architectural philosophy?
Philosophically, I come from the Luis Barragán school of architecture. My idea is to work toward honing the most complex ideas into the simplest composition.

Why are Americans obsessed with the vacation/beach house?
People yearn to be near an edge. It's a primeval instinct that is truly unique. They covet being able to find or afford waterfront property. It's amazing.

Is it more fun designing a vacation home by the water?
The homes I have been involved with, especially near the water, have been much more relaxed in design. And clients have allowed me to have more latitude with materials.

What kind of car do you drive and why?
A 1999 Audi; four-wheel drive was important for skiing.

What is your dream project?
Right now my dream is my own vacation house on the boards. I am planning to start construction soon.

Stuart Narofsky, AIA, is a founding principal of N2 Design Group in New York City. A former president of the Long Island Chapter of the AIA, Narofsky teaches part-time at the New York Institute of Technology.